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QUESTION 1

Your client has a new store view to support Spanish. During testing, you notice that a CMS Block Widget that appears
on your English store view is not appearing on the Spanish one. What change do you make to display the wide both
store views? 

A. Duplicate the CMS Block and append en-ES to the block id. 

B. Update the CMS Block and select the language from the Locate multi-select. 

C. Update the CMS Block and select the language from the Locate multi-select. 

D. Duplicate the Widget and delete the original as Store Views can only be selected when creating or duplicating
widgets 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using the Magento B2B module and you are requested to change the catalog type in your Magento store from
custom to public. 

What are the three results from the change? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Original companies are reassigned to the replacement 

B. All new catalogs are shared 

C. Only guest visitors will see this catalog 

D. The existing public shared catalog will be converted to a custom catalog 

E. This cannot be reverted back to a custom catalog 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

A merchant has a Magento store products for local customers to explore new markets they want to create an
independent store to offer the existing catalog with a different price and branding. What action is required achieve this? 

A. Create a new website and change the price scope in Product Attributes configuration 

B. Create a new website and change the price scope to website in Store configuration 

C. Create a new store view and develop a module to extend the price capacities 

D. Create a new store group selecting the appropriate price scope. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your merchant marketing tea wants to add new CM Block, they have already created before their header showcasing a
new promotion. They have an internal developer who a unfamiliar with Magento and have asked for guidance on the
quickest way to implement this. 

What recommendation do you make to add the CMS Block before the Header? 

A. In design configuration, populate the Additional CMC Content field with the me new CMS Block. 

B. This can only be done with a code change to the theme followed by a deployment. 

C. Create a new CMS Static Block Widget and assign it to a layout update container. 

D. On a new category, set the Display mode to static block only and populate the Add CMS Block field with the new
CMS Block. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant running Adobe Commerce for their charity website considers modifying their top menu. They want to include
non-category menu items and have up to four levels of sub-items on top level items for both categories and non-
categories. They provide a mockup and ask which parts require customization. 

Which two areas requiring customization would the Business Practitioner identify after evaluating the mock-up? (Choose
two.) 

A. CMS pages nesting - only categories can be nested using native features. 

B. Item positions require customization - non-category menu items can only be added after categories using native
features. 
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C. The Patreon link requires customization - native features don\\'t allow links pointing to different domains. 

D. Contact Form link requires customization - it is not possible to include that feature there because its corresponding
module does not allow this. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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